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Au terme de ce cours, les participants pourront:

1. Identifier des stratégies pour demeurer à jour sur les développements 
techniques en intelligence artificielle (IA) en radiologie.

2. Décrire des scénarios d'utilisation clinique de l'IA en radiologie.

3. Identifier des exemples d’applications de l’IA en radiologie.

Objectifs d’apprentissage



Background

• In 2016, Geoffrey Hinton, a prominent AI researcher stated that 
advances in AI mean that medical schools « should stop training 
radiologists now ».

• Over time, the narrative has gradually shifted toward the clinical 
use of AI in Radiology.

• Hence, we will discuss AI software, clinical use scenarios and a 
brief overview of the current AI industry. 
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AI has undergone cycles of hype and winters

Diagram created by: John Huffman, Philips
Slide shared by: Bib Allen, ACR



Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 2018

URL consulted on October 8, 2018:
Gartner.com/SmarterWithGartner



Key Terminology

Adapted from:
Goodfellow, Bengio, Courville. Deep Learning. 2016.

Tasks that ordinarily require human intelligence

Ability to learn without being explicitly programmed

Computers learn features by which to classify the data

Representation learning where features are hierarchical

(ML)

(DL)



Components Simple Complex Deep learning

Features

Intensity Edges Gabor filters Texture descriptors

Classifiers

K-nearest neighbor (K-means) Support vector machines (SVM) Random forest

Shape 
extraction

Region growing Active contour Statistical shape models

Computer Vision Tasks

Figure 4. Feature vs. Representation Learning



Founding Fathers of Deep Learning

Yoshua Bengio
Université de Montréal (MILA)

Geoffrey Hinton
Google Brain  
University of Toronto

Yann LeCun
Facebook Artificial Intelligence Research
New York University



ImageNet Competition
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Adapted from:
https://qz.com/1307091/
https://www.wired.com/story/do-we-need-a-speedometer-for-artificial-intelligence/

Alex Krizhevsky, PhD



Biological Neurons

Receptors Neural network Effector

Visual stimulus Edge detection

Simple cell 
neuron

Figure 5a. Biological Neurons

Chartrand G. RadioGraphics 2017.
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Figure 5b. Artificial Neural Neurons
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Inputs Hidden layers Outputs

Figure 6. Artificial Neural Neurons with Multiple Layers

Artificial Neural Network with Multiple Layers

Chartrand G. RadioGraphics 2017.



We Live in a Compositional World

… … … …
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Increasing level
of abstraction

in features

Pixels
Characters
Samples

Edges
Words
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Object
Story
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Adapted from:
Bengio Y, Université de Montréal, 2017

Image
Text

Speech

Medium



Image Recognition

LeCun Y, Bengio Y, Hinton G. 
Nature. 2015;521(7553):436-44.



Caption Creation

LeCun Y, Bengio Y, Hinton G. 
Nature. 2015;521(7553):436-44.



Radiologists Use Prior Medical Knowledge

Input

Information:
-Images
-Videos
-Conversation
-Text

Output

Impressions:
-Normal vs. abnormal
-Description of findings
-Measurements
-Diagnosis
-Staging
-Management

Radiologist

i.e. Physician trained in Radiology

Prior knowledge:
• Medical knowledge

-Anatomy
-Physiology
-Pathology

• Radiology training
-Imaging physics
-Interpretation of images



Machine Learning Relies on Training Data

Input

Data:
-Images
-Videos
-Conversation
-Text

Output

Results:
-Detection
-Segmentation
-Caption generation
-Diagnosis
-Prediction

Machine learning

Data transformation:
-Data normalization
-Data augmentation
-Transfer learning

Machine learning algorithms:
-Linear regression
-Logistic regression
-Random forests
-Support vector machine
-Deep Learning



Section 1
Stratégies pour demeurer à jour



Trois types d’apprentissage
Didactique

URL consulted on October 30, 2018
https://car.ca/innovation/artificial-intelligence/ai-resources/

Lectures personnelles Cours en ligne





Learning Strategy: Links on CAR Website

URL consulted on April 30, 2018
https://car.ca/innovation/artificial-intelligence/ai-resources/



Cours en ligne

URL consulted on September 10, 2018
http://www.fast.ai

URL consulted on September 10, 2018
https://www.coursera.org/



Section 2
Scénarios d’utilisation clinique



Adapted from URL consulted on October 8, 2018:
https://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ucm187249.htm

Types of CAD systems

CADe Detection

CADx Diagnosis

CADq Quantification

CAST Simple triage

FDA terminology

Not official



URL consulted on October 8, 2018:
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm187249.htm

FDA Definition of CADe

«CADe devices are computerized systems that incorporate pattern 
recognition and data analysis capabilities (i.e., combine values, 
measurements, or features extracted from the patient radiological 
data) and are intended to identify, mark, highlight, or in any other 
manner direct attention to portions of an image, or aspects of radiology 
device data, that may reveal abnormalities during interpretation of 
patient radiology images or patient radiology device data by the 
intended user (i.e., a physician or other health care professional).»



Jacobs C, et al. Eur Radiol. 2016 Jul;26(7):2139-47

Example of CADe



Ribli D et al. Nature Scientific Reports. 2018 Mar 15;8(1):4165.

Example of CADe
Correctly detected Missed cancers False positive



URL consulted on October 8, 2018:
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm187249.htm

FDA Definition of CADx

«CADx devices are computerized systems intended to provide 
information beyond identifying, marking, highlighting, or in any other 
manner directing attention to portions of an image, or aspects of 
radiology device data, that may reveal abnormalities during 
interpretation of patient radiology images or patient radiology device 
data by the clinician. CADx devices include those that are intended to 
provide an assessment of disease or other conditions in terms of the 
likelihood of the presence or absence of disease, or are intended to 
specify disease type (i.e., specific diagnosis or differential diagnosis), 
severity, stage, or intervention recommended.»



https://www.16bit.ai/bone-age

Example of CADx



https://www.16bit.ai/bone-age

Example of CADx



Reference:
Definition proposed by Dr. Hugh Harvey

Definition of CADq (Not official)

«CADq devices are computerized systems intended to provide 
information beyond identifying, marking, highlighting, or in any other 
manner directing attention to portions of an image, or aspects of 
radiology device data, that may reveal abnormalities during 
interpretation of patient radiology images or patient radiology device 
data by the clinician. CADq devices include those that are intended to 
provide quantifiable outputs that are usually not possible or practical 
for humans to produce.»



Siemens Healthineers
LiverLab software

Examples of CADq
Automated liver volumetry (mL) Quantification of liver fat fraction (%) and R2* (Hz)



URL consulted on October 10, 2018
https://icometrix.com/products/icobrain-ms

Examples of CADq
Evolution of white matter abnormalities Brain volume change



Concept adapted from Hugh Harvey and terminology from:
Goldenberg R. Int J Comput Assist Radiol Surg. 2011.

Definition of CAST (Not official)

«Computer-triage devices are computerized systems intended to, in 
any way, reduce or eliminate any aspect of clinical care currently 
provided by a clinician, such as a device for which the output indicates 
that a subset of patients (i.e., one or more patients in the target 
population) are normal and therefore do not require interpretation of 
their radiological data by a clinician.»



https://www.viz.ai
Barreira CM, et al. ALADIN Study. ESOC Poster 2018.

Example of CAST



Summary of CAD terminology

Adapted from: 
URL consulted on October 8, 2018:
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm187249.htm

Computerized 
systems Purpose Examples

CADe -Pattern recognition and data analysis
-Identify, mark, highlight

-Direction [radiologist] attention to portions of an image 
to reveal abnormalities

CADx
-Provide information beyond identifying, 
marking, highlighting or directing attention to an 
image

-Assessment presence or absence of disease
-Specify differential diagnosis, severity, stage, or 
intervention recommended

CADq
(not official)

-Provide information beyond identifying, 
marking, highlighting

-Quantifiable outputs that are usually not possible or 
practical for humans to produce

CAST
(not official)

-Intended to reduce or eliminate any aspect of 
clinical care currently provided by a clinician

-Indicates that a subset of patients are normal
-Do not require interpretation of radiological data



Adapted from Hugh Harvey:
RSNA 2018 Spotlight Course on AI

AI as a Diagnostic Test
Existing situation

Report

Image

Radiologist

Clinician

CADe or 
CADxCADq CAST CAD ?



Gale W, et al. arXiv:1806.00340. 2018 Jun 1.

Example of CAD ?
Radiologist-quality reports



Section 3
Exemples d’applications en radiologie



Clinical Applications
Use Cases

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

Lakhani P and Sundaram B. Radiology 2017.

Clinical Applications



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

Kooi T, et al. Medical Image Analysis 2017.

Clinical Applications



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

Coroller TP, et al. Radiotherap Oncol 2015.

Clinical Applications



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

URL consulted on October 10, 2018
https://densitas.health/breast-density-info

Clinical Applications



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

Yasaka K, et al. Radiology 2018

Clinical Applications



Use Cases Examples

1. Separate “normal” from “not normal”

2. Computer-aided detection (CADe)

3. Radiomics

4. Workflow optimization 
and quality assurance

5. Grading and classification

6. Natural language processing, 
computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management

Sippo DA, et al. J Digit Imaging 2013.

Clinical Applications



Platforms vs. Software

URL consulted on October 10, 2018:
https://www.theverge.com/2016/6/13/11923112/apple-ios-10-delete-stock-apps



Platforms (or Marketplaces)

Courtesy of: 
Members of the CAR Tech and Apps WG

Listed in alphabetical order



AI Software in Radiology

Courtesy of: 
Members of the CAR Tech and Apps WG

Listed in alphabetical order



Local Inference Engine

Scanner Liaison PACS Server PACS reading station

Hospital

Inference engine



Cloud-based Inference Engine

Scanner Liaison PACS Server PACS reading station

Hospital

Inference engine

Firewall



Role of Radiologists
Education Policy making

Image interpretation CommunicationConsultation Image acquisition

-Protocoling

-Appropriateness

-Review of prior imaging

-Generic or specific protocol

-Image quality assessment

-Image optimization

-Assessment of image quality

-Detection of anomalies

-Measurement or segmentation

-Classification of findings

-Staging of disease

-Monitoring 
(comparison with prior examinations)

-Integration of information 
(clinical, labs, prior imaging)

-Reporting

-Recommendations

-Patient reassurance

-Multidisciplinary discussions

Interventions

-Image-guided interventions 
(for diagnosis or treatment)

Timeline from imaging requisitions to reports

-Medical students, residents, 
fellows, peers

-Technologists

-Clinicians

-Standardization of practices

-Standardization of reporting

AT



Role of Radiologists
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1. Les logiciels d’intelligence artificielle peuvent être catégorisés: 
CADe, CADx, CADq or CAST.

2. Scénarios d’utilisation clinique: 
Normal vs. abnormal, CAD, radiomics, workflow optimization and 
QA, grading and classification, NLP, computer-assisted reporting, 
and knowledge management.

3. Futur de la radiologie: 
-Intégration de cours informatique au curriculum
-Interaction avec logiciels d’intelligence artificielle
-Emphase sur intégration, explications, communication, intervention

Teaching 
Points

Messages clefs


